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Tee off
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Dear Fellow Golfers,
At the outset, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to all members for their overwhelming support in making it possible
for me to serve the Club as Captain for another term. I would like to assure them that I will try to live up to the faith and trust
reposed in me and will be committing a considerable amount of time and effort towards the improvement of the Club.
The ball was set rolling with the traditional Club Nite on September 28th which was well attended, followed by the Annual
General Meeting and Elections on September 29th. I extend a warm welcome to all members of the Committee and look forward
to working with them and sharing our common wisdom and experience gained over several years, as players and members to
take the Club forward.
The Club conducted the Panasonic Indian Open 2017, an Asian Tour Event from 2nd to 5th November 2017. Since it was an
International tournament of repute, the Lodhi Course was closed for one week prior to the tournament and members playing
on other golf courses in NCR Delhi were compensated. The tournament went off extremely well with both the participants and
organizers very happy with the course conditions, from Tees to Greens. The icing on the cake was to see one of our home
grown professionals, Shiv Kapur, emerge as the Winner in a truly outstanding performance.
We are encouraging members to participate in Club competitions and expect a high level of participation and enthusiasm
from them. We started the Members’ Tournament with the Delhi Flour Mills Cup on 11-12 November 2017 which was a
great success with a record 464 participants in four categories. We also had a good field for the DGC Ladies Amateur Golf
Tournament from 21st to 23rd November 2017.
It will be our endeavor to improve the playing conditions on both the Lodhi and Peacock Course through the year by incorporating
better maintenance practices. We have initiated the process of hiring a certified Course Superintendent. With the onset of
winters, the greens will be moving into a period of dormancy and will hence require extra care and protection. In this context,
it is once again our appeal to ensure that your caddy and you fill divots and repair pitch marks. Members using golf carts are
advised to use them on designated areas only. The overseeding of all Tees on Lodhi and Peacock Courses has been completed.
We are in the process of upgradation / improvement of Lodhi Course and PDR to international standards. Mr Pradip Krishen
and his team have conducted a survey of forest area and we are awaiting his report. It was suggested that for any successful
afforestation and plantation plan, it is essential to translocate the Sambhars and obtain permission for removal of invasive trees
from the concerned government authorities.
Lawn Lunches have commenced from November 1st and the response from members at the initial stage has been very
encouraging. The Club is exploring the possibility of outsourcing the Pub which will lead to an overall saving of the Club. It is
proposed to carry out periodic food safety and hygiene audits in all outlets of F&B to improve hygiene in the F&B department.
Based on requests from members, the prices at the Annexe have been reviewed.
As regards the new building projects, our objective has been to permanently resolve the issue of breaches. We have
had detailed meetings with the Secretary and L&DO Ministry of Urban Development and are hopeful to resolve the
issue soon. Simultaneously, we have had two meetings with Mr. Rajendra Kumar and Associates to review the existing
building plans as approved earlier so that we can re-initiate the process of obtaining clearances and approvals from
different Agencies / Authorities.
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There is a need to comprehensively review and modernize the Memorandum and Articles of Association, Bye Laws and
Administrative Manual to reflect the present and future needs of the Club. A Core Group has been nominated to review the
same.
The Club is in the process of implementing the new ERP Navison-2016. It will bring all business processes together for easier
collaboration which will help reach our target / mission to increase overall productivity. After a complete system study, the
NAV-2016 ERP implementation team has started department-wise training classes for the staff and we plan to implement it by
January 1st, 2018.
The operations of our Club with such a significant membership profile requires close monitoring of every aspect by the
Committee in order that each member gets the best of service and value at all times.
Happy Golfing through the coming year! and a Happy Holiday Season!
With warm personal regards,

Maj. Gen. KMS Shergill, VSM
Captain

2016-2017
Results of the Election for the offices of the
President: Mr RK Bhargava
Captain: Maj Gen KMS Shergill (elected unopposed)
General Committee (elected unopposed)
Mr. Vijay Topa, Treasurer
Mr. Ravi Kapur
Mr. Bharat Tandon
Mr. Satish Girotra
Mr. Vivek Chandra
Mr. Rohit Sabherwal, FCA
Mrs. Shiraz Singh
Mr. Prabhash Jain
Mr. Rajeshwar (Kumar)
Mr. Anil Madan
Mr. Ashwini Luthra Irs (Retd.)
Capt. L.S. Bahl (Hippy)

Mr. KS Bains, Chief Returning Officer
29 September 2017
Mr. Rajiv Gauba, Govt. Nominee
Mr. Ashok Lavasa, Govt. Nominee
Mr. Dharmendra, Govt. Nominee
Ms. Sita Nanda, Lady Captain (Invitee)
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Dear Member,
I am sure all the members will join me in congratulating Mr. Shiv Kapur on his victory in the
recently held Panasonic Open Golf Tournament 2017, a part of the Asian Tour. There was much
debate about the capability of the Club to host the tournament because of the unsuitability
of the greens. However, the Captain and the Course Staff did a magnificent job in getting
the course in excellent playing condition, from Tee to Greens, which was appreciated by the
Tournament Director and all the participants. We need to ensure that the Club has a robust
group of golfers who would make a name for the Club as has been in the case of our recent
Panasonic Open Champion, Shiv Kapur.
I am happy to share the progress the Club has made so far. All the Committees have been
spending a lot of time in examining and recommending new ideas. In particular the Greens Committee has finalized the
manner in which they will approach the repairs of the Greens Complexes. Search is on for a Superintendent of the Course.
Number of names have been submitted and will be shortlisted and finalized.
One of the items which has been raised by the members of the Club is the Amendment in Memorandum and Articles of
Association, Bye-Laws and Administration Manual of the Club. After becoming a Section 8 Company changes are required.
Several members have pointed out that in the present Articles there is considerable time taken for taking up any activity
largely because of the present structure of the Club. Some very valuable suggestions had come in and therefore the General
Committee has appointed a Committee to examine all the angles and review those Articles and Bye-laws which are out of
date. This Committee, chaired by Mr. Bharat Tandon, will be submitting his report in two months’ time and thereafter it will
be put up to the entire membership for information before an Open House is conducted.
At an Open House on the issue of Upgradation of Greens Complexes of Lodhi Course and the Action to be taken on them,
very valuable suggestions came from members. These have been incorporated and a Committee under the Captain is
currently finalizing the details.
There have been requests from several members that our Swimming Pool should be heated. Accordingly, the details have
been worked out and an Open House for this purpose was held on November16th where members agreed that the Swimming
Pool should first be brought in level with the regulations laid down by the NDMC, namely the depth of the pool should not
exceed more than 5ft maximum to 5.6ft. Normally pools are now being made with 1.26 mtrs. (4.6ft). The Chairman House
Committee is at work to see that the pool is brought to the required level by February 15th, 2018 so that members can avail
of the facility on April 1st. Thereafter a decision will be taken with regard to heating of the Pool.
The Chairman of the Purchase & Legal Sub Committee has done a yeoman job in preparing a review of Memorandum and
Articles of Association/Bye-Laws/Administration Manual of the Club. The Committee’s draft has been discussed and will be
subjected to a review by the past Presidents and Captains of the Club. Thereafter, the General Committee will apply its mind
and put it up to an Open House.
The systems of the F&B need to be examined afresh to see how cost can be reduced and good food could be made
available to the members. The special committee appointed under Mr. Prabhash Jain has also started working and some
suggestions are already being considered. A rationalization of the F&B prices in the Annexe has been done and notified to
members. We are fortunate that Earnst and Young have agreed to do pro-bono work in examining the systems to make
suitable recommendations.
There is a possibility of a DGC owned International Annual Golf Event being held in the month of March after the Indian Open.
Valuable contributions in this regard have been received from Mr. Ravi Kapur, a member of the General Committee.
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Revenue Generation is something which is now engaging our attention strongly because of the increase in remuneration of
staff and other prices. Some of the points which can be considered by the members and their views sent to the Secretary
are given below:
i.

We have a large number of people awaiting membership who are keen to enter the Club, but because of various factors
this takes considerable time.

ii.

We may consider giving 5 seats to those waiting membership in order of seniority, who are willing to pay Rs. 50 lakhs each
for the membership of the Club. This will be open to only those who are already registered with the Club in any category.

iii.

We need branding at the Club, on the Course and on our buildings. We may explore getting some marketing agencies
to see how maximum realization can be done.

iv. More opportunities need to be given to members to host parties in the Lawn or the Banquet Area. The rates need to be
looked at afresh.
v.

We may consider outsourcing the Pub.

The Treasurer, Mr. Vijay Topa has been very active in working out the process by which we may secure CSR funding and take
up various projects under it. Two projects have been identified for further examination namely:
i.

Training of staff who work on the course.

ii.

Training of youngsters.

Members may like to give their suggestions for other uses to which the CSR funding from various institutions could be
considered.
There is a demand for beautifying the parking lot. Some suggestions have been received and the House Committee is
looking into various architects to give a quote so that we may have a much better looking parking area. Details are also
being worked out with the architects with regard to buildings that we were authorized to build on 1 acre plot. As soon as the
breaches (80) are regularized by the L&DO further, progress should take place.
A very long standing demand by the Senior Dependents has been considered and approved. All children of Senior Dependents
will be permitted to use the Peacock Course (except on weekends and holidays, from October to March). They will be
allowed on a concessional rate of the 10% of the normal green fees.
A weekly Mini Tournament has being organized by the Chairman of the Tournament Committee. Members can try their hand
each Thursday in winning large sums of money by paying only Rs.100/- Entrance Fee.
As I write, a Bada Khana was organized for the Club Staff followed up by a meeting with Corporates to amalgamate them
in the Club.
I look forward to suggestions from members on any other aspects.
Wishing you a very happy and prosperous New Year.
With Warm Regards,

Raj Kumar Bhargava
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Competition results
September Medal
Winner
Kamini Gupta
Runners-up
Hanisha Daryani
3rd
Situ Puri
9-Hole Competition
Winner
Nutan Kataria
October Medal
Winner
Banmala Singh
Runners-up
Situ Puri
3rd
Rama Khanna
9-Hole Competition
Winner
Uma Khanna
November Medal
Winner
Pamela Bhagat
Runners-up
Kanwal Varma
3rd
Anuva Saurabh
9-Hole Competition
Winner
Usha Chatrath
DGCLS COMPETITIONS
Jind Cup
Winner
Runners-up

Ritu Lumba
Hanisha Daryani

Rawlley Salver
Winner
Anita Malhotra
Runners-up
Divya Kohli
Miyako Cup
Winner

The Ladies Section conducted and organized the annual Cancer Society Golf
Tournament held on October 6th. Among the Ladies Situ Puri emerged winner
and Anuva Saurabh was Runners-up. Other ladies who won prizes were Hanisha
Daryani, Payal Soni and Aashana Monga.
It is heartening to know that the seeds of junior girls talent
sown back in 2010 in the GGCP initiative has borne fruit
with Himadari Singh, grand daughter of Ram Dayal winning
the Noida Ladies Amateur Open in October, and Ishita,
daughter of Chef Surinder, coming in second. The DGC ladies
proved their mettle by coming away with a most of prizes Ritu Lumba, Situ Puri, Payal Soni and Soni M. Singh won in
their respective divisions.
The Annual Children’s Christmas Party held on December 18th saw over
400 enthusiastic children and adults enjoying themselves with various activities
planned for the afternoon-pottery, painting, planting flowers and painting of pots
were some of the popular activities. The lemon-spoon race, which included
parents and children and the old age favourite musical chairs were also a great
success. “Santa” Bishen Singh Bedi was a hit with the kids with his endless bag
of goodies.

Ishita		

Madho Pershad Cup
Winner
Divya Kohli
Runners-up Uma Khanna

The Annual Christmas Party for the Staff and their children was a hit with over
a hundred children ranging from one to 17 years enjoying the activities! A tug
of war between fathers-daughters and mothers-sons saw lots of merriment. The
infectious excitement of children enthused the adults and they too had soon let
their hair down and were dancing to the beats of Bollywood. Delicious food, lots of
games, musical chairs, magic show, archery and gifts for all the children ensured
that the evening was a huge success and the staff and their families went away
with beaming faces.
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The 8th DGC Ladies Open Amateur Golf Championship 2017 kick-started with the customary Ceremonial Tee Off, this
time by the Club President Mr R K Bhargava. Some of the players and members of the Ladies Committee were present to
applaud at the first tee.
Defending Champion of the Usha DGC Ladies Open 2016, Diksha Dagar (who had recently won a Silver Medal at the Deaf
Olympics in Turkey) played some amazing golf with rounds of 5-under and 3-under, and finished with another scintillating
round of 1-under...a great achievement of a total of 9-under 207 by the 16 year old. Her maturity and consistent golf was a
treat to watch. Diksha almost toppled the record of Gauri Monga whose 11-under par for the tournament remains unbeaten.
Tanirika Singh and Sifat Sagoo played good golf too (including a 1-under by Sifat), though these players were no match for
Diksha. After a gap of a few years it was good to see a multitude of sub par rounds being recorded.
It was heartening to see golf veterans Shalini Malik, Renuka Phillip from Bengaluru, Rani Maheshwari from Mumbai and
Sanjoli Singh from Muscat participated in the tournament, as well as previous champion Shiraz Singh.

The President and the Champion

The President with the Lady Captain and her Committee at the Ceremonial Tee off
SPOT PRIZES :
Day 1 Closest to the Pin
Category ‘A’
Sonaal Chaudhri
Category ‘B’
Manju Jhakar
Category ‘C’
Shamim Ara

TALWAR TROPHY Peacock Course (Best Nett)
Winner
Shreemae Dhawan

DLF CHALLENGE CUP
Winner Nett
Diksha Dagar

DGCLS BEST GROSS BRONZE
Winner
Kamal Mehrotra
Runner- Up
Nisha

SEIL GOLD TROPHY
Winner
Diksha Dagar
Runner-Up
Sifat Sagoo

Day 2 Straightest Drive
Category ‘A’
Ritika Raina
Category ‘B’
Renu JP Singh
Category ‘C’
Lalitha Vishwanathan

LODHI COURSE
SUPER SENIOR TROPHY (Best Gross)
Winner
Anjali Nagpal

JAHANARA CHALLENGE CUP
Winner
Diksha Dagar
Runner-Up
Neetu Bansal

Day 3 Longest Drive
Category ‘A’
Tanirika Singh
Category ‘B’
Sunita Katariya

SITA RAWLLEY SENIOR SALVER
(Age 60 & above)
Winner Nett
Premlatha
Winner Gross
Renuka Philip

JUNIOR GIRLS TROPHY (Age 18 yrs. & below)
Winner Nett
Diksha Dagar
Winner Gross
Diksha Dagar

STABLEFORD Day 3
Lodhi Course
Mary Bhattacharya

MODI CHALLENGE TROPHY
Winner Nett
Neetu Bansal

DGCLS SUPER SENIOR TROPHY
Peacock Course (Age 70 & above)
Winner
Rama Khanna

SAMAN TROPHY
Winner Gross
Runner-Up

Neetu Bansal
Sunita Katariya

8TH DGC LADIES OPEN AMATEUR GOLF
CHAMPIONSHIP
Winner 2017
Diksha Dagar
Runner-Up
Sifat Sagoo
3rd position
Tanirika Singh

Lady Captain - Ms Sita Nanda
DELHI GOLF CLUB LTD. |
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An eagle each on the 18th hole of the 3rd round saw Paul Peterson and Shiv Kapur rise to the rop with identical scores of
13-under par. Things were running neck to neck in the 4th round till Shiv made back to back birdies on the 11th and 12th and
started moving ahead of the pack. He continued his charge with birdies on the 14th and 15 to put himself in a comfortable
position. All that was needed now was a par on the treacherous 18th, where an errant 2nd shot can put one in trouble in the
bushes. A safe 3-wood followed by a chip and 2 putts earned him a much-looked forward to victory, 3 shots ahead of the
crowd at 2nd position. His 4 rounds in the 60’s totalling 17 under par 271, saw him surge up the OWGR by 120 positions to
#206. He became the 6th Indian to win this tournament in its last 7 editions.
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There were nine Indian names among the top 10 at the Panasonic Open (India) Golf Tournament held at the DGC
from November 2nd to 5th 2017, including six at 14-under at the T2 spot – these were the 2015 winner Chirag Kumar,
Indian Open winner SSP Chowrasia, 18-year old rookie Karandeep Kochhar, Om Prakash Chouhan, Sudhir Sharma
who was struggling to keep his card on the Professional Golf Tour of India, and the most recent addition to the select
few Indians who have won on the Asian Tour, Ajeetesh Sandhu. And at 12-under T9, there were Honey Baisoya and
Shamim Khan. A proud day for India indeed with nine of the top 10 being Indians!
But none was more familiar and more loved by his home crowds than the guy who finished on top with a dazzling 17
under par – the local boy, DGC’s very own baby (he’s still an SD member!) Shiv Kapur (SD-694). Shiv, after his stints
at the JTP Camps began to achieve laurels at a fast pace: a Gold Medal at the Busan, S Korea Asian Games at age 20
years, the Arjuna Award (the youngest for golf) aged 21 years, his first win on the Asian Tour at age 22 years. In fact his
father Ravi remembers
telling Shiv when he
was a kid, “When you
become big, you’ll still
be my baby, and still
sitting on my lap”. To
which the son replied,
“But Papa, I wont have
the time; I’ll be too
busy cutting ribbons!”
Now at 35, it wasn’t
just his doting parents
who were following
him (as they have
followed him across
the globe, tournament
after tournament), but
also his wife and infant
daughter. That made
the victory even more
special for Shiv.

DELHI GOLF CLUB LTD. |
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Some glimpses of the tournament week.
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Delhi Golf Club has been a home away from home for the entire family but more
so for our youngest child Shiv who spent most of his early childhood trying to
emulate his father and two sisters. Swinging cut-away version of golf clubs,
Shiv always had the urge to win and we as a family, playing in a fourball, initially
obliged to feed his ego or perhaps to avoid any tantrums! I used to deliberately
miss putts to show that he was the boss! His sisters clearly did not not follow my
example as they too had their reputations to protect.This charade did not last
for long as Shiv, at the age of 11, started playing golf to a decent handicap on
the ‘B’ course.
Upon achieving a certain level (in his own mind) Shiv prompted me to ask Bibloo
to allow him to take part in the British Aerospace sub-junior golf event.Reluctantly,
Bibloo agreed after interviewing him on his golfing prowess. If my memory
serves me right, Shiv went on to win the tournament. There was no looking back
from thereon. He kept winning sub-junior tournaments till he moved to the junior
level. In the junior bracket too he kept on winning and graduated seamlessly to
the Amateur ranks where also he kept on adding to his trophy cabinet. He always
had the determination to win and would be upset if he missed a putt. Once in an international tournament in Hongkong
he missed a short putt and banged his putter which immediately invited a sharp rebuke from me,almost a slap! Shiv was
only12 then. To Shiv coming second was akin to being a Bridesmaid and he would hate to be in that position.
Having conquered India he wanted to test his skills against the best in the world and what better place than collegiate golf
in the US. Shiv was offered a golf scholarship by Purdue University where he went on to captain the golf team and also
became ‘All American Golfer’ (creme de la creme of collegiate golfers are conferred this honour). At age 20, while still at
Purdue, he represented India at the Asian Games 2002 and won the Individual Gold for his country. He was awarded the
Arjuna Award in 2003.
Since Shiv was good in academics too(he was an All American Scholar)a lot of debate raged within the family whether he
should opt for a career in Finance or pursue his dream of becoming a professional golfer. His college coach Devon Browse
(also coach of Davis Love) assured me that Shiv was ready and would make decent money as a professional. So Shiv’s
dream of becoming a professional became a reality. Shiv joined the professional ranks soon after returning from the US and
won the Volvo Masters. He was declared Rookie of the year on the Asian tour. Rest is history!
While watching Shiv play I must confess it is very nerve racking, not only while watching him play but also on TV. Once
Renu and I were watching a recorded version of his tournament knowing fully well that he had missed the putt in the live
version of the broadcast yet we were still urging him on to hole the putt. Such is the agony and ecstasy of being parents.
Shiv has given us many moments of
Pride and Joy which we as a family
cherish the most. Tears of joy have
been a part and parcel of this journey.
Thank you my son!
Ravi kapur (K-397)

DELHI GOLF CLUB LTD. |
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MEMBER’S MATTERS
Our juniors do us provd!

All India Junior Amateur
Golf Champions 2017
Winners

Raghav Chugh (ST-940) a product
of the JTP 2013-14, won 6 National
titles which won him the coveted
National Junior Champion (1314 years) 2017. He also won at the
US Kids Golf World Championship
(13-14 years) at the Tanjong Puteri
Golf Resort in Malaysia with scores
of 73, 70 & 69 for a total of 4-under
par. Fantastic achievement indeed in
a field including participants from 22
countries. He was selected as a team
member, the youngest so far, by the
IGU to represent India at the South
Africa-India Test Series which was
played at the Kruger National Park.

Club Competition Results
Delhi Flour Mill Cup (470 participants)
Saarthak Chibber (ST-0939) won the All
India Junior Amateur Golf Championship
2017 at the BPGC on December 1st.

Sifat Sagoo (ST-0921)
showed her dominance
at the IGU Junior Golf
Championship at
the Chandigarh Golf
Club on Octorber
07. With a total of
218 (69,77,72)
she clinched
the A&B

Combined
Category as
well as ‘A’ category.

H’cap Category
9 & Below
10 – 18
19-24

Winner
Vikramjit Singh (V-40) 42 pts
Ranjanesh Sahai (TC-349) 40 pts
Ajay Dua (D-141) 35 pts

Runner up
Kapil Kathpalia (K-350) 36 pts
I S Bawa (B-139) 37 pts
Rahul Singh (S-347) 34 pts

9 Hole Competition for 80 years +
Romesh Chander (S-369) 20 pts

Raj K Bhargava (B206) 19 pts

Swinton Cup(445 participants)
H’cap Category
9 & below
10-18
19-24

Winner
Kapil Kathpalia (K-350) 40 pts
Nalin Khanna (K-408) 40 pts
S P Tohani (SP-1098) 38 pts

9 Hole Competition for 80 years +
Didar Sabhiki (S-387) 23 pts

DELHI GOLF CLUB LTD.

Indrajeet Singh (SP-1008) 22 pts

DGC’s writers’
latest
publications

Ashok Sawhny (S-229)
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Runner up
Rohit Mehra (M-570) 36 pts
Dhruv Kumar (K-706) 39 pts
S S Duggal (D-097) 33 pts

Ramesh R Kohli (M-050)

Bhupendra Singh
Deputy Course Manager
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My son Karam and I both didn’t sleep the previous night due to the excitement
of playing in our first Father-Son tournament! Karam played in Category E for 6-8
year olds in the Lufthansa Junior Golf Tour Tournament held over the 9-hole Arnold
Palmer at the DLF Golf & Country Club. In the morning the first thing we did upon
waking, was to come up with all kinds of strategies. And in our enthusiasm we even
wore matching clothes!
The tournament was an alternate shot format Greensomes, with partners teeing off
from alternate tees, as well as playing alternate shots. So I teed off on all the oddnumber holes while my son took the drives on the even-number holes. Needless
to say we were both a bit nervous to start off, more so me than him! After all, I
was the experienced single figure golfer. We started with bogies on the first two
opening holes. Then came the highlight of our round – the par 5 6th hole. Karam
hit his tee shot 145 yards straight down the fairway leaving me with 220 yards to
the green. I took a rescue and stuck it 7 feet from the pin. Now it was Karam’s turn
to putt, downhill left to right really slick putt (The DLF greens reading 13-14 on the
stimpmeter and are way faster than our DGC’s 8 or 9). I couldn’t contain my joy
when my son drained it in the heart of the hole for an eagle! He dropped his putter
in the excitement and ran all around the green with arms akimbo. I couldn’t help
myself and joined him in the celebrations.
Then came the 120 yard par-3, 8th hole, Karam’s tee shot. Before he teed off he
looked at me with great confidence and said, “Jiji (that’s what he calls me), I’m
going to get a hole-in-one.” He took a rescue and cracked the shot 6 feet from
the pin! This also landed him the prize for Closest-to-the-Pin in a field of almost 40
golfers. By the way, I sank the putt for a birdie. So overall we scored 11 points and
the runner up team were one shot behind.
Here I would like to add the rather unfortunate experience that I was not vigilant
enough to check the scorecard before we signed it. Our playing partners put us
down for a bogey on the 6th hole (which was their score actually) instead of the
phenomenal eagle we had scored (a huge difference of 3 shots and 3 stableford
points). Net result was that due to that technical reason we were relegated to 2nd
position. It was a huge disappointment for Karam, and more especially for me, the
father, the regular golfer – I cannot even begin to describe how stupid I felt.
But I would like to add that with this tournament life has taken a full circle for me
as I experienced the exhilaration 30 years ago as a son with my Jiji, Billy Bedi, in
the Seychelles while playing the British Airways Tournament. And today a different,
yet same in many ways, feeling of excitement and pride as an overjoyed father. The
important thing is that Karam is really enjoying the game and therefore is dedicated
to practice and lessons, and playing. This shows a lot of promise. In his head he
thinks he is Tiger Woods, but I have to be critical too – I feel that he can do with a
lot more patience on the golf course, especially on the greens.
Jagatjit singh Bedi (B-577)
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Asia Pacific Seniors
Golf Championship

The former Secretary General and
honorary member of the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) from India
Randhir Singh (R-122), has been made
the IOA Life President in recognition of
his contribution to the organisation and
to Indian sports.

Nandita with Kshitij and Pranavi

I represented India at the Seniors
Asia Pacific Championship held
at the Royal Golf Course in
Adelaide, Australia which was
held from October 18th to 29th
2017. I was selected as a team
member after two rounds of
selections held by the IGU at the
Prestige Golfshire, Bengaluru in
June, and at Jaypee Golf & Spa Resort at Greater Noida in September. The Indian
Senior Team finished an impressive 5th among 16 participating countries in tough
windy conditions.
Dr Sanjiv Kalra (K-646)
At the All India Senior Amateur Golf Tournament 2017, Rishi Narain (N-145) won
the qualifier to represent India at the Asia-Pacific Senior Amateur Championship.

Prince Andrew with the players

The IGU sends a team of a junior girl and a junior boy to the
Duke of York Championship, and this year I had the privilege
to accompany Pranavi Urs and Kshitij N Kaul (….). This was
my first time at this event which was played over the Royal
Liverpool Golf Course, and I was extra proud with Kshitij being
a talent member of our Club and has been doing us proud
these past few years. A few things stood out which I would
like to share. The players accommodation was ‘mixed’ and so
Pranavi shared a room with a player from Iceland while Kshitij
and a South African were put together – this was rather a great
idea I felt as usually our juniors tend to stick to the ‘safety’ of
one another.

It was the first experience on a links course for both Pranavi and Kshitij. Added to that the weather gods were not kind as
the wind was blowing at 45 kms per hour that even the golf sets on the trollies were being blown away. It was raining and
freezing cold to boot with day temperatures down at 7 degrees. So though both the players didn’t fare well but they gained
valuable exposure playing a links course.
It was an invaluable experience for the kids as well specially as the Duke of York Prince Andrew would walk the course and
clap and give a hug for a good shot. And amazingly, if a ball was hit in the rough he would join in searching for it! Pranavi
received a well-deserved clap and hug on a good chip and putt.
The official sit down Welcome Dinner with Prince Andrew was yet another super experience!
Nandita Rao ( R-083)

(Nandita rao is the Vice Chairperson of the IGU Ladies Committee)
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Harvard University were excited to
announce that the 23rd endowment of
a head coaching position, The Bobby
Jones ‘24 Coach for Harvard Men’s
Golf, was endowed by the Mehra
Family. “We are very grateful to the
Mehra family for their generosity,” said
Sanjeev Mehra with Harvard officials
the Director of Athletics Bob Scalise.
“This endowment will allow our men’s golf programme to pursue excellence in a
manner that is consistent with our mission of ‘educating through athletics’ and
in the context of our Ivy League principles. It is particularly meaningful that the
Mehras have graciously chosen to honour Bobby Jones with their gift. Bobby
Jones valued education and upheld the true ideals of amateur competition in
athletics.” Mrs Prem KK Mehra (M-030) has been one of the oldest golfers at the
DGC and along with her son Sanjeev Mehra made this philanthropic contribution
in September 2017.
On November 29th the DDCA named
the Visiting Cricket Teams’ dressing
room at the Feroze Shah Kotla Grounds
in honour of Prakash Bhandari
(B-339) as he was the first Test Player,
from Delhi, at the age of 18 years.
All past Captains of Delhi including
Prakash who is the oldest living
Captain of Delhi, were honoured. Present at the glittering function were current
Indian Captain Virat Kohli, former Captains Bishan Singh Bedi (B-274), Mahinder
Amarnath and Mansur Ali Khan Pataudi’s wife Sharmila (SS-052) Tagore along with
about 500 invitees.
Bishan Bedi with Prakash

Arjun Atwal (A-201),
Captain of the Asian
Team for the EurAsia
Cup 2018, with the
Malaysian Prime
Minister Mr Najib Razak.

Encouraging Women
The United Nations Secy. General
Antonio Gutteres has chosen gender
equality as its most important mission.
This is rightfully so. For as the brave
Malala Yousafzai says “we cannot all
succeed when half of us are held back.”
Gender inequality prevails in the world of
sports as well. Over and above struggles
common to both sexes such as lack
of funds, sports injuries and politics or
favouritism during selection processes,
women have additional challenges. The
prize money is often far more for male
winners; there are sometimes reports
of misconduct with female players by
their coaches; and facilities, media
coverage and infrastructural support are
comparatively less for female athletes.
Golf is a game where men and women
can play together as a team. The game
is a natural leveler. Our Club has done
well in nurturing several women golfers
and has provided ample backing to
players of both sexes.
Our members being well respected and
concerned should go a step further
and push gender equality beyond
the confines of the Club as well. For
example, by promoting the Women’s
Representation Bill in Parliament which
seeks to ensure that at least one third
of the legislators in this highest decision
making body in the country are women.
These efforts, on and off the course, are
likely to go a long way in helping India
earn a fine reputation as a country that
aims to ensure a level playing field.
Anjali Mehta (M-468)
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THE KAZAK (MIS)
ADVENTURE
Love of the outdoors, lure of the
unknown and a passion for hunting
and fishing have taken me to places
unvisited by the sane – especially
as there is less and less of that
with every passing year due to a
lack of understanding the subtle
difference between ‘preservation’ and
‘conservation’ amongst the powers
that be here at home.
Having, therefore, been to the northern Billy Bedi (R) with Pammi and Kazak friends
extremities of Russia and Canada and
parts of the Arctic in the pursuit of happiness, I thought of exploring possibilities closer to home. A research of the Central
Asian countries with respect to hunting and fishing was done and results were encouraging. There had, at one time,
been outstanding trout fishing in the Tian Shian mountain streams. Tragically that was in the past. On the hunting front, I
came across many professional outfitters – but alas, for big game only (Ibex, Blue Sheep, Markhor + Boar). Upland game
(Chikor, Pheasant etc) did not interest them.
Not one to give up easily, I contacted a friend, Pami Tibb, who is resident in Almaty – Kazakistan, (just 3 hours flight
from Delhi) and requested him to find out more, as potentially, those mountains should be home to large populations of
Chikor. As it turned out, Pammi’s chauffer was an avid hunter and knew a thing or two about Chikor. And so it was that
Pammi invited me and said that if all else fails, there is always great golf in Almaty. Pammi’s chauffer, Sasha, of Russian
origin arranged, guns, ammunition, permits et al, and we set off on a 6 hour drive from Almaty into the mountains. Pammi,
Sasha, Andre his son and I.
Me – “Pammi where are we spending the night”
Pammi – “Sasha says he will find a place”
Me – “Should we carry any camping gear such as sleeping bags”
Pammi – “Sasha says we will manage locally”
Me – “Provisions?”
Pammi – “Sasha says we will pick up something from there”
And so into the unknown we went. Miles and miles of beautiful landscape unexploited by man except for horse borne
herdsmen and cattle. Our hardy north Indian farmers would have turned that into an agricultural hub. Imagine a country
with a bigger land mass than India with Delhi’s population.
Anyway, back to the adventure – we got to an isolated village comprising about 200 families and sought and found the
local government official. Sanat was his name. After checking our papers he pointed us to a non-existent “motorable
track” to follow and he would follow on horse back. Fortunately Pammi had borrowed his friend’s off-roader Toyota and
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off we went on this Soviet era “motorable track” till we got to a dead end where the only signs of civilization was a small
shack. It now was a certainty that we would either spend the night in the jeep or then in the shack. Sanat arrived, opened
the shack. The shack was better than the jeep.
Remember we had gone there to hunt Chikor? “Oh yes” said Sasha and Sanat “there are plenty up the mountains”. And
there were. One could hear them all over. “So let’s go” I said. No no that was not the way to do it. I was told. We would
walk along the stream bed and the Chikor would come closer to drink and we would shoot. All attempts to convince them
that Chikor would not come down the mountains for you but you would have to go up the mountains to them fell on deaf
ears. Climbing up the mountains? Unthinkable. So off we went on a hike along the stream bed but the Chikor refused to
oblige. Apparently they were not familiar with the Kazak theory. Back to the shack. Don’t worry said Sanat assuring us
that come dawn the Chikor will be all over along the stream bed.
Did I mention we had no provisions? While we were on a futile hike, Pammi had thoughtfully driven to the village and
procured some provisions. Prominent with the provisions was a 4 litre Vodka cask. Disaster. While Pammi started to
prepare ‘dinner’ on a Soviet age wood stove, the Kazaks dug into the vodka and even convinced Pammi and me to imbibe
Kazak style. No sipping, just gulping. After about the fourth gulping down, Pammi and I decided to call it a day and the
wood stove provided enough warmth for sleep to overtake us. The temperature outside was freezing. Our Kazak friends
imbibed through the night and did not stop till the 4 litres disappeared.
Come dawn and I was up all set to tackle the Chikor that were supposed to oblige by coming down to the stream. No
sign of the Kazaks though who were supposed to accompany me. They were too far gone. Under the circumstances,
Pammi and I decided that it was futile to stay on and decided to return to Almaty. Sasha had begun to stir but his son
was unable to shake off the after effects of the previous night’s liberties with the vodka. So his father decided to remove
his clothes, pick him up and throw him into the ice cold stream. Andre’s screams reveborated from the mountains but he
was now fully awake.
When things go wrong, they like to go wrong all the way. Half way to the village, the front tyre of the off-roader burst (can’t
blame it). “No problem” said Sasha we have a spare. So the spanner was pulled out but horror of horrors – you guessed
it – wrong size. So here we were, in the middle of nowhere with a flat that could not be replaced with no workshop within
30 kms and of course no signal on the cell.
Pammi and I are Sikhs and we both did a silent ‘ardas’. God must be a Sikh because he heard our prayer. We trudged
to the village where we found an old Soviet era army jeep – the only vehicle in that God forsaken village – and guess
what, we found a spanner which would fit the nuts on the Toyota. ‘Relief’ would be too mild a word to use in that context.
“Euphoria” would be appropriate.
Pammi, poor guy, would not stop apologizing but I told him that it was an adventure I had sought and it was an adventure
I had got – in good measure.
Speaking of golf. Outstanding courses in Almaty. Some DGC members have already tried them out. Pammi has been a
great help in making elaborate arrangements for such visits – from travel to stay and golf – interpreters et al. Members
keen to play there could contact him at Pammi Tibb +91 96433 06936, pstibb1@gmail.com. Its only 3 hours away.
Until the next Adventure.
RS “Billy” Bedi ( B-197)
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CADDIES EYE CAMP

I have had the privilege of being a participant in the Eye Camps conducted by the CADDIES WELFARE TRUST, for caddies,
for the last three years. My contribution apart from providing moral support has been to record the names and mobile
numbers of those who require follow up visits to the clinic. This could be for a retina check, OCT or cataract surgery.
At the end of the session 170 caddies, security staff and office staff had their eyes examined thoroughly.
The eye camps are conducted in a room specifically designed to provide space for the caddies to stack their belongings in
good old steel trunks, much like our locker room! The orderliness with which the trunks are stacked is worth a visit.
Apart from my duties as a recorder, I was keen to observe the psyche of the caddies. For a caddy, his eyes are crucial for
his job. He has to be able to track the little white ball in flight and locate it in the jungle in case of a bad shot. This is no mean
task and requires perfect eyesight.
I found a few interactions interesting. One of the old caddies is a dog lover. He has picked up dozens of dogs from the
streets and looks after them in his home, all out of his meager earnings. He also looks after the dogs at the DGC. His main
problem was not his own eys, but the broken leg of one of the dogs which was not healing. Dr Anjali, a dog lover herself,
willingly contacted a reputed veterinary surgeon and advised treatment. Another caddy had amputated fingers likely because
of a disease called Raynaud’s phenomenon, which numbs the body due to the nicotine effect of beedies and pan masala.
The caddy was worried because the next target was his hand. “You are lucky it is not heart. Isnt it much easier to give up
smoking beedies?” she questioned.
The most interesting was a caddy with a fluttering left eye. He complained that when travelling in a bus, the fluttering does not
stop. This incurs the wrath of co-travellers, particularly of women who accuse him of winking at them! “Koi upaay bataao”.
I have had the good fortune of steering ships to safety as captain in the turbulent cyclones and typhoons of the South China
Sea and the Atlantic. That was easy compared to the solution for this hapless soul!
Captain RK Mehta (M-025)
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AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN
On January 26th 2002, a tall, handsome
sardar in an air force uniform replete with five
stars on his lapel and gleaming medals on
his chest marched up the to the President
of India, KR Narayanan, upright and strong
not belying his 83 years, to receive the rarest
of rare honours. The citation concluded “His
inspiring career, towering personality and
distinguished reputation have endowed him
with a unique stature in society and have
earned him the respect of the nation. Even
till date, he actively associated himself with
various welfare activities of the Air Force
as a father figure of the service which he
nurtured from its fledgling days. For his most
extraordinary and outstanding service to the
nation, the President of India is pleased to
confer upon Air Chief Marshal Arjan Singh
the rank of Marshal of the Indian Air Force.”
The DGC was proud and privileged to have
among its membership the Marshal of the
IAF, Arjan Singh, DFC, PVC.
When this great man passed away just two years short of his 100, the nation mourned the passing of a great soldier. At the
Club, members and friends were a bit shocked as he was expected to live forever. To honour this gentleman who had been
President of the Club from1983-1984 a Memorial Service was held in celebration of his life on September 27th, 2017 Due
to weather restrictions this had to be held in the Dining Room where members could be accommodated in air conditioned
comfort. A magnificent backdrop of the Marshal in his formal regalia dominated the room, while off on one side a slide show
of photographs of his life played on silently on a big screen. The afternoon was moderated by GC member Shiraz Singh, and
a number of members came up to the mike to pay their tribute, colleagues, fellow-golfers, admirers et al. The proceedings
were kick-started by the then President, Siddharth Shriram and Captain Maj Gen KMS Shergill. There were many teary
eyes that afternoon for the loss of a friend, and some members walked up to the podium at the last minute to share their
experiences in loving eulogies. It was an emotional afternoon with a large turnout of members who then proceeded to the
deck outside the clubhouse for tea and snacks. The Marshal’s favourite ‘Buttered Toast and Jam’ was especially ordered for
the occasion, along with other DGC specialties.
Many members of his family also attended, as did his very old and dear friends including PN Jhunjhunwala and Bhajo Mann
who made the effort to come despite their age and infirmities.
Over the next few pages some members share their tributes to this special, warm, friendly, upright and competitive human
being, whose son Arvind Singh says of him, “My father was a great man, but he never acted like one. He was always humble
and I always followed what he said. He was a philanthropist and treated the world fairly. We are extremely proud of him.”
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A MANY SPLENDOURED CAREER
Honouring Marshal of the IAF,
Sardar Arjan Singh, DFC, PVC (A-079)
Members, we are here today not to mourn the passing of our fellow-member The
Marshal of the IAF Sardar Arjan Singh, but to celebrate his incredible life. As he has
made his last take-off into the blue skies beyond we try to absorb the magnitude of
the achievements of an extremely beloved member of our Club – so lets go back
to the early 1930’s:
Air Marshal Sir John Steele, Air Officer Commander-in Chief India 1931 – 1935 had
said, “Indians will not be allowed to fly and maintain military aeroplanes. It is a man’s
job, and all you have done is bring the greatest disgrace upon yourselves. You are
not even allowed to go near those aeroplanes, leave aside fly in them. To be a pilot in the RAF you must have English blood
flowing in your veins. We cannot trust Indians who follow Gandhi in his madness.” In 1944 Arjan Singh led a squadron against
the Japanese during the Arakan Campaign and later even assisted the advance of the Allied Forces to Rangoon. In recognition
of his feat, the Supreme Allied Commander of South East Asia awarded him with the Distinguished Flying Cross, the DFC, the
first Indian pilot to be so honoured. The citation read: “Squadron leader Arjan Singh is a fearless and exceptional pilot, with a
profound knowledge of his specialized branch of tactical reconnaissance and he has imbued those under him with the same
spirit. The success of No 1 Squadron Indian Air Force reflects the credit on him.”
The DGC was privileged to have a hero such as him, not only as a member, but also one who, right up to the time he was
hospitalized, visited the Club as often as he could, just to have a natter and enjoy his favourite cup of tea and hot-buttered
toast with jam at the Annexe. To honour such a great man who happened to love this Club as much as he was loved here, in
an hour is not enough.
PC Lal, who succeeded him as Air Chief, Also a member of the Club, had said: “ His leadership had a distinct style; quiet
courage, no flamboyance, firmness with a ready smile.” At home he was, in his beloved wife Teji’s words, “ A caring husband
and father.”
The Marshal as he was affectionately known, came out with flying colours no matter what life gave him. His one frustration
however, as he grew old was that he couldnt hit the golf ball as far as he used to. His would say to his fourball, “ Tu ki kahanda
hai ‘Good Shot’? Ball ethey te gayi hai. Main badam akhrot khanda haan. Main hor ki khaavaan?”
Shiraz singh (S-397), Moderator of the Memorial service

Photographs from the Memorial Service and Tea
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On September 27th The Delhi Golf Club mourned the passing of its most prominent
and famous member, Marshal of the Indian Air Force Arjan Singh. Several of his
friends spoke emotively at his passing and all the members knew that the small
corner in the Annexe where he sat with his more or less equally aged dear friends,
will no longer be resplendent each afternoon with his presence.
In an age where true heroes are simply missing around the world, here is one who
was universally acclaimed as a great and heroic person, not only for his sparkling
career as an Air Force Officer but also for his very considerable qualities of head
and heart.
Here was a true hero, not created by fake news and plastic, but crafted by the sheer
strength of his character, his uprightness, the generosity to the other ranks that
served the Indian Air Force, the softness of his twinkling eyes nestling behind his snow white beard, the sweetness of his face
and his readiness to greet and talk with any person, no matter how low or high on the social ladder.
I was fortunate to meet him when he was the Chief of the Air Force. I married Roula, the daughter of Group Captain P.V.
Krishnamurti and Aphrodite, in the Air Force Training Command premises at Hebbal, Karnataka. He presented us with a silver
salver on the occasion. Many years later when we used to meet at the DGC, he would unfailingly inquire about my widowed
mother-in-law. It was not just a formality; he would remember details from the previous conversation and pick up the thread
from there.
And that was just one person – he was like that with many.
Great heroes tend to be forgotten in the ‘politicisation’ of everything. In an era when the military is one of the remaining
institutions that is universally respected, while politicians are not, the eternal flame of one of the greatest military heroes of our
times must not be extinguished.
Even if the rest of the country forgets, the Delhi Golf Club must not. A permanent annual tournament must be held in his
memory, with proper remembrance, as he should be a role model in our Club so that members and managers may check their
actions against “what he would do!”
siddharth sriram (C-022)
President DGC 2016-2017

I was standing outside the card room at the Delhi Golf Club.
Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh walked up to me and after greetings asked me
how tall I was. I replied six feet odd and he came close to me and said: In the air
force we compared heights by standing nose to nose. Some tennis major was on
at that time and I blurted out: “Sir, why do you want to do nose to nose with me, do
it with Maria Sharapova.” His instant reply, with a naughty smile and a twinkle in his
eye was: “MS, mainoo Sania Mirza naal miley de!
That was the man: unfailingly polite, a great sense of humour, young at heart with a
zest for life and an appreciation of beauty.
May his soul RIP.
MS GREWAL (G-212)
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“A perfect gentleman, most generous and a great man,”
The Marshal was a very special person for the Nation. Also a very special person
for me. I have known him since I was 3 years old. He married my sister when I
was 5. When she passed away a day after his birthday after 63 years of a beautiful
marriage, he stopped celebrating his birthday.
He was a father figure as well as a brother figure . He was the one who took me
for the test for my driving license. I went on many holidays with them to Gulmarg
and London . He had no sister so we three sisters of Teji Arjan Singh tied Raakhi
on him. He was a very humble, compassionate, courageous, generous and a good
human being . I used to visit him every ten days and make a special lunch for him
which I would eat with him. In fact when we met on September 12th he talked
about his old friends, about his days in Royal Air Force College in Cranwell. He was
very coherent. He would say that a lot of his friends have gone. He would talk about
having slowed down to his friends and expressed a desire to return to playing golf.
He had kept great health throughout and was not known to have any heart ailment.
The fact that he lived to a healthy 98 and died with no suffering was the best one
could wish for him.
I shall miss him...
GITA BEDI (B-061)

Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh was an extraordinary man.
He achieved in his life time all that one could hope to do, and yet
remained modest, humble, courteous and considerate to young
and old alike.
An exceptional human being. We will greatly miss him.
VS ‘Bindi” Bedi (B-061

DELHI GOLF CLUB LTD. |
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The Marshal and I shared a great friendship which began post the 1965 war and
continued steadily over the decades, with the common love of golf being a binding
force. Tuesday and Thursday afternoons became sacred for our four ball which
included the late Apar Dugal and Kanwal Verma, and sometimes others like Padam
Rosha. He would insist that I, being the longest hitter, play off the Blue Tees while
the others used the Whites – however as a matter of principal he teed off from
the Blues only on the first hole, in case someone was watching! As his tee shots
became considerably shorter due to passage of time, he would have his ball moved
up to be placed next to mine as I would invariably outdrive him – this we referred to
as Marshal’s Law. And soon the rest of the four ball followed suit!
Aware of the fact that he was slowing down, he remained a thorough gentleman
and insisted that we teed off after all the other groups so as not to hold up the
course, despite the Starter respectfully saying it was ok to do so. He invariably
bullied me into giving him a stroke a hole citing the age difference.
He was phenomenal on the greens, always taking his own line and never making
a three-putt. One of his best observations about the game was, “Anyone can hit
a perfect shot the second time around. It’s the same as landing an aircraft – the
second attempt is great!” And how he relished his favourite Tea and Toast after the
round, Hot Chocolate replacing the tea on cold wintery afternoons. Though age
took him off the course, he continued to come regularly to the Club and practice
his putting before joining us for tea. And then as he grew frailer even the beloved
putting was difficult for him to manage. I would go over to meet him at his home in
Kautilya Marg and listen to him reminisce about the good old days. The Marshal had
taught himself golf from Jack Nicklaus’s book, “Golf My Way”, and had hit the ball
250 yards the first time a friend teed it up for him!
No doubt he loved this Club and his friends immensely.
I miss him a great deal
A table with the Marshal’s favourite tea at the Memorial

Indrajeet Singh (I-008)

I write to congratulate you on your tribute to: Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh (A-079) in the
Green Scene.
The practice of placing the membership i.d. - A 079 - seemed, in this instant, to add an extra dimension,
by emphasizing his inextricable and extraordinary linkage with the institution he loved so well.
He exemplified the process of growing old in the most gracious manner possible and your “write up” friendly, dignified and absolutely real, is a befitting tribute to an upright and outstanding human being
who, throughout his life, maintained the highest standards of valour, sportsmanship and integrity.
Thank you - Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh (A-079)
Bp singh (s-061)
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A Memoir: Marshal of the Air Force, Arjan Singh
Early days of World War II, Squadron Leader Arjan Singh was commanding a
squadron in Kohat NWFP. My brother Wing Commander KL Khanna was his Adjutant
or Staff Officer. On my weekend visits to Kohat forty miles from my hometown
Peshawar, I got first hand news of our Squadron Leader’s daring air sorties. The
Operational terrain extended from the Khyber Pass Landi Kotal Fort to Para Chinar,
deep into Baluchistan. Air cover was given to all strategic locations comprising Fort
Sandaman, Fort Sallop and all cantonments of Razmak, Miranshah and Wana.
The restive, trigger happy Momand’s, Afridi’s Pashtoon tribesmen were a perpetual
threat along the frontier.
On a particularly daring sortie Arjan Singh’s Audak aircraft was hit by a sharp
shooting tribesman’s bullet. His plane crash-landed in the sandy tracts of a riverbed.
Ignoring his injuries, he went to the aid of his Sergeant who was deliriously wandering
towards the enemy tribesmen.

Nandi Khanna with Madhu RK Singh at the Tea

Apart from his professional skills Sqdn Ldr Arjan Singh lead a happy team of officers and their families. Social activities at the
Kohat Officer’s Club were a regular feature. I was ‘press-ganged’ into the squadron cricket team matches in Kohat, Risalpur
and Peshawar. It will not be out of place to mention that one of his airmen went up to Services Ranji Trophy level.
Fast forward to August-September 1965, the Indo-Pakistan War:
Commanding an Engineers regiment at the J&K international border, Chhamb-Jaurian sector, I was assigned the task of prefab accommodation construction for the forward brigade. On 1st September sudden unprovoked Pakistani airstrikes and
armour thrust with American Patton Tanks caused heavy civilian and army casualties. Hordes of fleeing villagers and battle
casualties added to the miserable chaotic conditions. At the behest of the Army Chief Gen Choudhary, our Marshal of the
Air Force ordered retaliatory air strikes. This command decision saved countless army and civilian casualties. Normalcy was
restored. Pakistani Patton Tanks reversed gear and headed back for the defence of Sialkot and Lahore. Pak airstrikes stopped
dramatically. Safety of the J&K vital lifeline, the Chenab River, Akhnur Bridge was ensured - a great relief for our forces and the
strickened refugee villagers.
Greater glory was achieved by Arjan Singh’s daring air strikes on the strategic Pakistani Sargoda airfield and the Wazirabad
Junction railyard, crippling Pakistan’s rail network. Attacks on our Kalaikunda airfield met with fierce resistance, stopping
Pakistan’s air activity in the erstwhile East Pakistan.
Early 1946 in the Japan-Burma war Sqdn Ldr Arjan Singh repulsed Japanese air attacks on our tactically important Imphal
Valley/Burma-India Border. Aggressive air strikes stopped the Japanese advance.
For his exceptional services Sqdn Ldr Arjan Singh was awarded the DFC (Distinguished Flying Cross) by the Supreme
Commander Lord Mountbatten.
The culmination of a brilliant career was him being awarded his fourth and fifth stars by Prime Ministers Indira Gandhi and Atal
Bihari Vajpayee respectively.
Here at the DGC “between overs” on the 18th Putting Green, I shared moments of reminiscences and nostalgic memories of
Kohat, Risalpur and Peshawar as also Cantonment gossip!
LT COL AK “Nandi” KHANNA (K-284)
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The last time I saw him was a few days before he passed away. I had just finished
some short game practice when I saw his car driving towards the Annexe. I stood
in front of his car with my arms up and stopped him there on the road itself as I
hadn’t seen him in a while. His eyes glinted as he saw me as they did for all his
friends, a wide beaming smile crossed his face. He stretched his arms around my
shoulders and we said our goodbyes. Little did I know that it would be the final one.
The Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh, was not just an icon for the Defence
Services or the Air Force, he was an icon for everyone who knew him. A great
towering, affable personality, loved, respected and doted on by everyone who
came into contact with him. Besides being a great leader of the Air Force I found
him to be an extremely kind, generous and proud man – innately sensitive and with
a ready sense of wit and humour.
I had the good fortune and honour of knowing him, as we played golf together for about ten years, and as partners for about
six of them. We played two or three times a week with fellow golfers Apar Dugal, Omi Mehra, Gen Luthra, Mee Baggy, Omesh
Tewari and IS Kochar. The inevitable has claimed all of them, while we – Padam Rasha, Indar and I wait in line!
Once a single-figure handicapper Arjanji had slowed down like the rest of us. However on some days when the game was not
going too well for us, he’d come up with some brilliant chipping and putting to change the fortunes! When the opponent’s ball
went into the rough, he would generously say, “Take it out – bring it onto the fairway.” Seeing my resentment, he’d laugh and
say, “Let’s make them happy.” I had little option! In due course of time I also learnt to be giving.
He had presented me two of his biographies – after reading them I wondered how the bravest of the brave and a ruthless
soldier could harbour a heart so tender that he wouldn’t hit his golfball until a peacock standing in his line had been chased
away by his caddy; once many years ago, he had injured one. What an innately kind and sensitive human being who wore the
armour and languished so many armies on many occasions, still so sensitive to another living creature.
Arjan Singh – indeed a gentleman incarnate, affectionate and charming to one and all. He was a very special man and I have
no doubt wherever he is God has given him a special place among the best.
Goodbye Arjanji – we will always love and respect you.
KANVAL VARMA (V-089)

Can one imagine a person who spent 80 years of his life in the service of the nation as a soldier.
Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh was a true soldier and leader to the core. He also possessed all
qualities of a saint without a halo.
I got to meet Marshal Arjan Singh at the DGC in the early eighties when we played a few rounds of golf
together. He always recalled a four wood shot of mine at the sixteenth hole which for some reason got
embedded in his memory . This quality of his personality to bond with one and all was unique.
He sported 5 stars on his government allotted Ambassador car while he deserved a Rolls Royce. I
suggest that the first table at the Annex, where he spent some of his last and most happy moments
with some of his friends like Mr Jhunjanwala and Mr Maan, be suitably dedicated to The Marshal.
MAJ DN DASS (D-138)
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I am honored and privileged to speak at the Condolence Meeting of
legendary leader and iconic air warrior Marshal of Indian Air Force Arjan
Singh, DFC. He was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross in the Second
World War while commanding No.1 Tiger Sqn which halted the Japanese
advance.
On 15th August 1947 our first Independence Day, he led a 100 aircraft fly
past over India Gate.
For the first time, the President, Prime Minister and Raksha Mantri paid their
respect to the departed soul and the Nation gave an exemplary send off to
the great leader. The media and emails were flooded with the coverage all
with due praise. I shall be sharing my personal experience with the Marshal.
In 1949 Marshal visited NDA then in Clement Town, Dehra Dun, as a Gp Capt, Station Commander, Ambala. He was Air
Officer Commanding operation command and witnessed our Passing Out Parade in Jodhpur in January 1953. He had a
great spirit for adventure and I saw him in London after breaking the sound barrier in a Hunter Aircraft. The media gave him
full coverage in London.
In 1961, I had the privilege to fly with him as a Navigator. He was most calm and out standing by professional and always
gave credit to his crew. In 1962, he briefed us on a recce mission over Chumbi Valley.
In the 1965 Indo-Pak War, Marshal was the Chief of Air Staff, so consummately directed the air campaign to prevail over the
comparatively better equipped and US-trained Pakistan Air Force which was indeed his CROWNING GLORY. After the war
he was elevated to AIR CHIEF MARSHAL and awarded PADMA VIBUSHAN.
He served with distinction in various assignments , Ambassador to Switzerland and Kenya, Member of Minority Commission
and Lt Governor of Delhi.
In recognition of his life long exceptional service to the Nation and to the IAF, he was conferred with a Five Star Rank, Marshal
of the Indian Air Force.
He was an outstanding sportsman and he led India’s Water Polo Team in the first Olympic Games after independence. He
was an AVID golfer. All golfers will be happy to note that he along with Air Chief Marshal, OP Mehra, Ashwini Kumar and Sir
Chopra used to play golf together. It is interesting to note that after a game of Golf, they would order Spanish omlette and
cold coffee with ice cream while we on the next table used to worry about cholestrol.
I had the privilege to organize and play golf games on various courses like the Air Force Golf Course, Hindon, Army Golf
Course, Delhi and Noida. It was a pleasure to play with him and he always played the last hole outstandingly.
For the welfare of the Air Force fraternity, he and his wife Teji donated an initial some Rs. 2 Crore and instituted Air Veteran
Fund. He added to this after the loss of his wife.
The greatest quality to admire is that the Marshal never spoke ill of any one.
As the Marshal has joined his wife in their heavenly abode, the Air Force community and Armed Forces and the Nation need
to salute his achievements, career and life.
Air marshal Didar Sabhikhi (S-387)
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Reminiscences of Playing Golf With
Marshal of The Air Force Arjan Singh DFC
I doubt there are any young Air Force officers who will have had their application
to become a member of the hallowed Delhi Golf Club, endorsed by a (the) Chief of
the Air Staff. I am one such beneficiary. This happened when In June 1966 I was
appointed as ADC to then Air Chief Marshal Arjan Singh.
I didn’t have any pretensions about my ability to play golf that go back to my days
as a Cadet in the National Defence Academy. Our coach was Mr Jourvalov who
taught Russian. He escaped Stalin’s pogroms after the Great War and eventually
found his way to India, via Japan to become an Instructor at what was then known
as the Joint Services Wing, in Dehra Dun. Time passed, I was commissioned and
The ADC and the Air Chief Marshal
hacked my way through various golf courses till I found myself on the Chief’s Staff.
The latter appointment was after I had spent a few eventful months with other officers of the Air Force and Army as guests of
the Government of Pakistan! I was in low medical category and declared unfit for flying duties till my spinal injury had healed.
So, I was consigned to ‘flying’ a desk. And what more a prestigious manner in which to do so!
In the 1960s working hours in Air HQs were from 7.30am till 1.30 pm. This was much to the envy of the other two Services
that worked from 9.00am till 5.00 pm! Because of these most agreeable of hours I had a wonderful opportunity to play golf
regularly, and what better place than the Delhi Golf Club? Having applied for membership I was duly permitted to play only
as a mid-week member. A brief waiting period ensued and I was informed that I had been accepted, much to my delight as a
‘mid-week’ member. With considerable diligence, Delhi’s searing summer and the ‘loo’ notwithstanding, I was able to lower my
handicap to a fairly respectable 13. This enabled me to become an ‘A’ Member.
Accordingly, I was now privileged to play on weekends too. So, on week days I often partnered the CAS as we played against
the likes of later Air Marshals Malse, Dastur, Chhabra and (then) Wg Cdr Manjit Judge. The Chief had enormous hands, and
strong arms. He would drive a ball straight down the middle, and out of sight. He would be self-effacing and attributed a good
shot to ‘luck’! On weekends my four-ball invariably included Bindi Bedi, Peshy Nat, Mizian Malhotra, Reggie and Kaku Khanna
to name a few. My golf improved and as time passed by my handicap was lowered to 9! This could never have happened if I
had not found myself fortuitously on the Chief’s Staff.
The wonderful opportunity of being able to partner the CAS, to play with his Principal Staff Officers all of whom were decades
senior to me, reminded us all of what a great ‘leveller’ this wonderful game is. We shared a common goal, first to beat our
opponent, and secondly to take on and, if possible beat ‘Colonel Bogey’. In the process on a particular Wednesday afternoon
I played my best round of 18 holes ever…One over the course after 3-putting the then (for those of you who remember the
old layout) par -3 12th having landed on the green!! I’ve never replicated a performance like that. Alas! The woes of all golfers!
Time passed. A restricted flying category was allotted, and I was hankering to get back into the cockpit. It would not be fighter
aircraft. Knowing that, I asked the Chief if he would consider permitting me to convert to helicopters as it would give me an
opportunity of commanding a Unit relatively early in my career. He approved, and in due course I was relieved of my appointment
as his ADC and posted to command a helicopter unit in Hasimara, North Bengal. Shortly after assuming command, I was
informed that CAS would be making a farewell visit to our Station, and I was absolutely delighted that he had chosen to come
to my Unit. The attached photograph shows a very youthful Air Chief Marshal, then not yet 50 and due to retire in a few months!
‘The Chief’ as he was affectionately known has been my ‘role-model’ virtually ever since I first met him in 1958. I can but hope
to live up to the great standards he set, as a professional, and always ‘an officer and a gentleman’.
Air marshal K ‘Nanda’ CAriappa (C-039)
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A legend breathed his last ...much has been written about Marshal of the Air Force
Arjan Singh and his distinguished career in the Air Force but we also saw a lovely
side of him where he was also a very good sport. During the 100 years celebration
of the Delhi Golf Club in 2011 when my sister-in-law Vinita Tripathi and I asked the
Marshal to walk the ramp with us, he not only agreed with alacrity but loved it so
much that he didn’t want to get off the ramp! When we had reached back to the
end of the ramp he suggested, “I’m really enjoying this! Lets go back for another
round.” After this modelling stint he sent us both Thank You notes along with a gift.
A thorough gentleman, he always seemed delighted when we went up to greet him
at the Annexe - and he would always stand up to give us an affectionate hug. He
loved my grandkids, especially Kabir whose ambition in life is to be a fighter pilot - wonder where he got that idea from!

On the ramp with Vinita and Pomi

Rest in peace..we will certainly miss you....
Pomi Malik (M-031)
We have very pleasant memories of the Marshal and sat with him and friends and
shared many good times sitting in the winter sun enjoying a cup of tea. He was
always looking forward to coming back to the Club the next day and meeting
everyone over the next cup of tea. Even though he was not allowed to have
fried food, he loved the Club pakoras and invariably said, “You should always be
happy, come what may; take life as it comes. There will be ups and downs, but
none of that matters.”
The Marshal was very attached to my son Anandit – he admired the karha he
wore on his arm and asked him not to remove it. He always greeted Anandit with
blessings and would remark that wearing the karha would protect him.

With Meera, Anandit & close friend Bhajo Mann

I had known him for about 15-16 years from the library at India International Centre. Sometimes, when he happened to be
in the Court premises, I met him. All of us, his ‘Tea Time’ friends, miss him. There were times he wasn’t feeling his best but
would say, “Today I’m not too well, but it’s ok.” This attitude displayed his enthusiasm and zest for life.
MEERA BHATIA (B-549)
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Marshal of the Indian Air Force Arjan Singh is a nationalist to the core and a soldier to the hilt.
Discipline is an obsession with him! He is articulate while talking of his days in the IAF, and reticent
when you question him on politics...or women. He looks back at his life full of accomplishments
as only a job done with dedication. He has the simplicity of a soldier and the style of a diplomat.
Charismatic Marshal Arjan Singh, who was Air Chief from 1964-69 and a diplomat from 1971-77,
is a man as straight as his athletic frame.
Travelling down memory lane, the 97 year old icon recalls how he took
to golf in 1956 at the Delhi Golf Club when a tennis elbow started
interfering with tennis. “There was no coaching in those days and
whatever I learnt was from books on golf. In fact, all the games I have
played were learnt from books. One on swimming by Johnny Weissmuller (Tarzan) stands out as my
favourite.” In swimming, he represented his college, university and later, Punjab. He preferred the
long distance version and held the All-India records in the half mile and the mile.
His subtle sense of humour surfaces when he says, “my wife, Teji too tried her hand at golf but gave
it up quickly after a few ‘air shots’.”
ramesh r kohli (K-050)
(From his book “Unforgettables - Delhi Golf Club’s lovable personalities”)

I wish to share my DGC experience with members by telling you of a unique round with the
Marshal of the IAF Arjan Singh who passed away on September 16th. On this particular day as
we walked off the 5th tee, he narrated how in 1965 during the Indo-Pak war, the Army Chief asked
him for air support when our tanks were in trouble. That was after the Army’s intial reluctance for
engagement of the Air Force in the war effort, and the Navy too. The Air Chief insisted on going
along with the Army Chief to meet the Defence Minister. Only thereafter, with his concurrence, air
support was given and the rest as they say, is history.
COMMODORE MUKUND R KUNTE, AVSM (K-209)

I was nervous as I arrived for my interview for
membership at the Delhi Golf Club in 1983. It was
a tough and rather memorable one conducted
by the Club President Air Marshal, Arjan Singh
and the Captain Gen Virender Singh. By the end
of it not only was I accepted as a member but the
Marshal straightaway accorded me the privilege of a
Permanent “A” membership. To date that interview
remains etched in my memory.
GP Capt GPS “Gypsy” Chowdhury (C-202)
Marshal of the Air Force,Arjan Singh with Kiran & Capt Gypsy
Chowdhury at their wedding reception.
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Some memories of the afternoon

Photographs from the Memorial Service and Tea
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It is a privilege being a member of one of the best Golf Clubs in the country. Its been even more of
a privilege to serve it in many different ways. For the past almost six years, I have had the pleasure
of editing the Green Scene along with Gaby Juneja and Anita Vasudeva. This is our last edition, as
we hang up our boots and hand the Green Scene over to a new editorial team who I hope will enjoy
it as much as we have.
Editing the Green Scene gives one a wonderful vantage point to look at this iconic institution, its
historical legacy and its changing dynamics. Having literally been brought up at the Club since I
was a infant means that I know many of its stories; but producing the newsletter meant emerging
those stories all over again, researching the details and the history, talking to the members who
remember colourful facts and incidents – and then sharing them with everyone, including the new
members who will carry the legacy into the future. It has meant engaging with different Captains
and Presidents and Committee members, who variously brought in great intentions, some good
action, a sense of pride, a sense of privilege and at times, an annoying politics to the working of
the Club – and to what makes it great. It has meant knowing about everything that happens at the Club – almost before it
happens – covering events and elections to junior programs and tournaments, from the Ladies Section to the Caddies, from
a burst pipe to a new cocktail at the bar. And making sure the members know what’s happening at their Club. We ended up
having any conversations, getting to know many of our members closely – and marvelling at the diversity that only the game
can bring together!
Our editorial team had two other objectives. One - to uphold our Club with pride and to celebrate foremost golf and our golfers.
Every initiative, every small win, any innovation, any member who achieved something – all got our attention and made their way
into the Green Scene. The game of golf at the international level, its players and winners, its challenges, its rules and whims
were reported and read. We learned a lot too.
April 2012

The Green Scene
Newsletter of the Delhi Golf Club Ltd.

A new building is proposed to be built on
the right side of the 8th Fairway, with its
entrance from Golf Links Road. The pursuit
of previous projects had to be discontinued
due to problems of location as per ASI
guidelines.

Dear Members,
The winter lingered on for longer than
usual and we were blessed with incredible
weather. However, Holi having just
passed by, we can only anticipate soaring
temperatures !
The General Committees over the
last ten years or so have been acutely
aware of the requirements that need
to be accommodated in a growing and
high profile Club such as ours. We have
facilities to accommodate less than 50%
of our current membership of 5000.
However, we were unable to submit any
plans to NDMC because of an on-going
dialogue in respect of “breaches”. To add
to the shortage of members facilities is
perhaps the more real problem of the
space required for our course equipment,
material storage and golf carts.
When you look at the next two decades
the question of shortage of space becomes
even more apparent.
I am very happy to inform members that
the major impediment to the submission
of our plans to the NDMC has now
been removed by the Ministry of Urban
Development. I would like to place on
record our appreciation to the Ministry for
their understanding of our issues.
A detailed note on the facilities that are
to be added, the costs involved and time
frames is being prepared and will be sent
to you in the next two weeks.
I thought I would apprise you of this
development in summary form.

The implementation of this Building
Project is cognizant upon our renewing
the lease for a minimum period of 30 years
i.e. upto 2050. I am very happy to inform
you that we are in discussion with the
Ministry of Urban Development and hope
to have this amended lease with mutually
satisfactory conditions shortly. I am also
happy to inform you that the two projectsthe Peacock Course and Building - will be
funded by internal accrual and without
additional burden to the Club.
The proposed structure: There will be three
Basements - The Upper Basement, will
house the Office of the Course Manager
and staff as well as be the Storehouse for
course equipment, and Workshop, carts
and so forth. The lower two to be used as
Car Parks with provisions for stacking when
required at a later date.
The Ground Floor will have much needed
member facilities, including a large
Conference / Banquet area. The covered
air conditioned Banquet Area will enable
members to enjoy the Club facilities year
round, and not merely restricted to winter
lawn lunches. This floor will have two or
three rooms as well as a Medical Room.
The 1st Floor will house the Office Block.
The 2nd Floor will have 25 Guest Rooms
which will only be meant for outstation
members visiting Delhi, reciprocal Club
members, or officials/professional that the
Club may wish to accommodate. These
limited rooms are being constructed to
ensure the financial viability of the project
and the Club’s long term fiscal health.
The 3rd Floor will include a Restaurant, a
Library, Members Lounge, a Bar, a Family
Dining Room and a Children’s Room.
The Terrace will house a state of the art

Issue No. 71

Health Club including a Spa area and
Fitness Centre. If funds permit, it is hoped
to include a covered Swimming Pool.
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Friends, I am sure you will agree that in order
to upgrade facilities and make our Club at
par with the best in the world, we need to
work practically on a war-footing and with
utmost urgency. The spaces released after
the facilities have been moved to the new
building, will be used as follows:
The Main Club House: The Card Room will
make way for the Pro Shop.
The Ladies and Gents Changing Room will
move to the present Pro Shop. The office on
the 1st floor area is being considered for
other viable member facilities. Members
who live at a distance from the Club would
be able to use the area thus freed by the
Ladies Room as a much needed Day
Resting Room.
The Pro Shop will be shifted to the
basement in the Main Club House where
the Card Room is presently.
Annexe : The space released by shifting the
Health Club will be used to extend the Pub.
At present we are in the midst of some
much needed renovations.
The Kitchen in the Main Club House is going
through major overhauling to create a state
of the art kitchen. The work is expected to
be completed by the end of April.
The Swimming Pool
necessary repairs.

is

undergoing

I would like to express my gratitude to the
members for their patience and tolerance
whilst the renovations in various parts
of the Club are being carried out; it is no
doubt exceedingly inconvenient, and your
cooperation is deeply appreciated.

50th Jubilee Indian Open at DGC
Inaugural CWT Golf

I extend my good wishes for fun-filled
holidays with family and friends.

DGC Felicitates Hon’ble Lt. Governor

Vijay Dhawan
(Captain)

Photograph: Gaby Juneja

Letters to the editor
This is to inform you that many DGC members have been complaining that the tournament rounds held at DGC have been
taking almost 6 hours. This of course ruins the members rounds who tee off after the tournament players. R&A has also made
several guidelines to avoid this menace of slow play.
Due to this reason of slow play, Members have started developing a negative attitude towards tournaments held for promotion of
golf. I suggest that the Club writes to IGU, PGTI and WGAI to make sure that slow play is not going to be allowed in events held
at DGC and they must implement slow play rules strictly.
Apart from tournament rounds, every day rounds have been taking 5 hours. DGC should take action to control slow play to
make members rounds more enjoyable. Secretary DGC should advise the members that they must finish a round in 4 hours 20
minutes and fix the following limits:
• 1.10 minutes for holes 1-5 • 1.00 hour for holes 6-9 • 1.00 Hours for holes 10-14 • 1.10 hours for holes 15-18
Penalty :
I)
If any group does not conform to the timings and LOSES A CLEAR HOLE in front, the Marshal is empowered to guide the
group to skip the hole.
II) Slow players/groups will be given last tee off times in subsequent rounds during the next one month
III) Slow players/groups be asked to take golf cart/s for playing rounds faster.
Prakash Bhandari (B-339)
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The second objective was a deeper engagement with the vision of the Club. The Green Scene is also the official channel for the
office bearers to share their plans, agenda and development with the members. The editorial team has to ensure that they get
their fair share of column space to do so. And having done so, the Green Scene can also be a voice that encourages members
to make our Club better, and cautions where we see gaps and cracks. We’ve have shared talks of the Lodhi Course being
upgraded - the re-hauling of Greens, of reforestation, of better sand in the bunkers; of more emphasis on Club competitions,
including bringing back the Walter Locke Trophy, the Club Championship, clean and fine Club food, more efficiency, well-cared
for facilities, innovative programs and yet simpler comfort, and importantly, a friendly, courteous and sportsmanlike culture most of it is yet to happen. We hoped that we could help archive the Club’s rich history as suggested by the then President in
the issue of November 2011, to create a visible space where our Club heroes could be honoured and remembered with pride.
Club life was always about camaraderie and respect and a good game. And the member’s newsletter of the Delhi Golf Club,
hopefully reminds us of that.
It’s been a good scene – the Green Scene. And a big thank you to everyone who helped us with every issue – all the Captains,
Presidents and Lady Captains. The Secretaries and the administrative staff especially Shailaja, Raina, Zeeshan, Pushkar,
Madhu, Saima, the Receptionists. The Course Manager’s office staff. Manu and the Despatch team, Jagdish. The team at the
designers Benchmark Graphics, for always going the extra mile and keeping to our deadlines regardless of shortage of time.
And to members some of whom directly contributed and others whose heads we have chewed up in search of information!
This issue a record number of 26 members who put pen to paper - 8 articles, 16 tributes to the Marshal and for the first time in
24 issues - 2 letters to the Editor! May this trend continue. We love to hear your stories!
And thank you, dear members, for entrusting us, three female spouse members (!) to bring your Club news to you.
Adieu!
Anita Vasudeva, Gaby Juneja & Soni M Singh,
FOR PRIVATE
CIRCULATION ONLY

8th dgc
ladies open
2017

memorial
service for the
marshal
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shiv kapur
wins
panasonic open
2017

courtesy: world wide web

“Kapur roars to maiden dGC win”

It would appear that this approved area of the work of reforestation of the DGC jungle is no longer being pursued in an active
way. According to me, this is a great dis-service to the people of Delhi and of course to the present and future members/
visitors of/to the DGC.
The elected members of the previous committee felt it a bounden duty to commit to these efforts. Some members offered
financial support in their comments and a program for this could be/would be fully supported by the Membership. This
program should not fall victim to partisan electoral needs.
It needs a project approach which, in the first instance, cannot be delegated down the line. Led by the Captain who, according
to the Articles, has the residuary operating powers, a project involving the many parts of this vital activity should be prepared on
a time lined basis (this project will certainly carry over a number of years …. from whenever we start the project) and be made
available to the entire club membership. The membership involvement is a must so that they can, in turn, protect and promote.
Just to try to kick start an effort to re-energise this activity, I am enclosing herewith a World Wide Fund (WWF) created, easy to
read pamphlet on “NATIVE TREES OF DELHI”, which is being sent to you by hard copy and will be available at the club office,
in an envelope in your name.
Warm Regards,
Siddharth Shriram (C-022)
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With winter play in full flow and reduced day light hours the compliance with “Pace of Play” rules on the Lodhi Course
becomes very important. The following are the Guidelines which need to be followed:
Observing the handicap
and White tees which have
on the 1st and 10th Tees
our request.

“Pace of Play”

limits for play off Black, Blue
been prominently displayed
will help in keeping up with

Timing Boards have been
placed after 5th and 14th
Holes. Time keepers are
deployed and the Course
Marshal has been instructed
to monitor pace of play.
He has been asked to
request four balls to speed
up when lagging behind
and letters are being sent
when timings are not being
observed. Faster four balls
will be the first to Tee off from the 1st and 10th Tees for each session and we request following four balls to maintain proper
Pace of Play. Starters have been tasked to give habitually slow four balls later timings. In case of repeat offenders (three
warnings) no timings will be given for one week and they will be advised to play on the Peacock Course.
May I also repeat that golfers not stop after the 5th hole and take no more than fifteen minutes after the 9th hole. The staff at
the Annexe has been instructed to reduce the time from placing the order to service.
I understand that some senior golfers may find this a little taxing but subsidized carts are available on priority to these golfers.
May I also request that in such cases golfers may consider playing the Peacock course during these days of shortened day
light hours.
Players are requested not to use mobile phones while playing on the Course.
It is heartening to see improvement in Pace of Play over the last weekend after certain systems are in place. May I also take
this opportunity to wish you and your families Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year !
Happy Golfing and Warm Regards,
Maj Gen KMS Shergill, VSM (Retd.)
Captain Dgc
In a competition Mathew was in the process of making a
short putt when a single leaf lying on the green jumped up
and deflected the ball from its path knocking it 6 inches off
line. Quite rattled, the player walked up to the ball which was
now a mere few inches from the hole and tapped it in.
Mathew’s stroke from the putting green was in motion
when it was deflected by a leaf in motion and the putt was
missed. Rule 19-1 requires for the stroke to be cancelled
and replayed. Mathew proceeded to tap in his next putt
and continued on with his round. The Committee was made
aware of the situation after Mathew signed his scorecard and
prior to close of competition. The result was the following:
Two penalty strokes for a breach of Rule 19-1 (Mathew
did not cancel and replay the stroke, see Decision 19-1/3).
Plus an additional two penalty strokes for a breach of Rule
6-6d (see exception to Rule 6-6d) for signing an incorrect
score card. This made it a total of 4 penalty strokes. And
all he had to do was cancel his 2-foot putt that had been
thrown out of line!
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LODHI COURSE: The following each have
won a memento and a bottle of Ballantine’s
whisky (for those 25years and above) to be
consumed at the Club.

PEACOCK COURSE:

The following each have won a memento

SURESH SHETTY
17th Hole

(CPD-127)
09.09.2017

COL. MALWINDER SINGH GURON (G-229)
7th Hole
16.09.2017

J M SAHAI	
17th Hole

(S-691)
09.09.2017

ARJUN SHRINGI
7th Hole

(S-892(D))
24.09.2017

ANIL GOSWAMI
17th Hole

(G-274)
17.09.2017

DEEPAK DHAR GUPTA	
7th Hole

(G-297)
03.10.2017

SUNEEL MEHRA	
17th Hole

(M-476)
16.09.2017

PRASHANT NAGPAL
6th Hole

(SL-179)
02.10.2017

AMBRISH JAIPURIA
17th Hole

(SL-051)
12.10.2017

KARAN KAMAL KAPUR
6th Hole

(K-553)
26.10.2017

SHAMSHER SINGH DHUPIA (D-238)
17th Hole
15.10.2017

NIPENDER KOCHHAR
3rd Hole

(K-622)
26.10.2017

SUMAN BILLA
7th Hole

(TC-550)
08.11.2017

SIDDHARTH GUPTA
3rd Hole

(G-288)
27.10.2017

ANIL RAJPUT
17th Hole

(CPA-69)
08.11.2017

SHIVANSH SAURABH
7th Hole

(SD-1259)
25.11.2017

AMAR SINHA
12th Hole

(CPB-183)
28.11.2017

ASHOK KAPUR
6th Hole

(K-734)
03.12.2017

MANAV KALRA
17th Hole

(SD-1088)
08.12.2017

ANUJ BHATIA
5th Hole

(B-415)
04.12.2017

JATIN BERY
7th Hole

(B-573)
08.12.2017

shamir mustafa
7th Hole

(M-541)
09.12.2017

ANSHURAJ KHANNA
17th Hole

(B-529)
10.12.2017

Hai kwang lee
6th Hole

(SP-1192)
10.12.2017

The Club offers its sincere apologies to Maj Gen Anil P Dere
(D-285) who was the actual winner of the Capt Daljinder
Singh Trophy in the handicap catagory 0-8 with 41pts,
but was not given his prize at the Club Nite, due to an
error in calculation on the Club’s part. The member shall be
awarded his prize as soon as possible.

krishna dhruv verma
(SD-1372)
2nd Hole
03.12.2017
sanjeev chander suri
(SD-178)
5th Hole
08.12.2017
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The PGTI will become an “Open” tour from 2018 onwards,
ie the limit of maximum participation of 15 players in each
tournament will be removed. The Tour hopes to also align
itself with the Official World Golf Ranking system.
Gaurika Bishnoi, an
ex-Talent member of
the Club, emerged as
the winner of the Order
of Merit on the Hero
Women’s Pro Golf Tour
despite only one win
during the year. This is
the first year on the tour for the 19-year old golfer.
In an star-studded field
which included big Indian
names like Jyoti and Jeev,
Shubhankar Sharma,
the most experienced
amongst the youngsters
bunched in the top5 after the 3rd round,
finally came through at
his home course, the
Chandigarh Golf Club,
on October 15th to bag
the TAKE Open Golf
Championship
2017.
Shubhankar’s final round of five-under-67 giving him a
total of 12-under, did the trick to overcome a two-shot
overnight deficit.

The 1st Bengaluru Open
Golf
Championship
sponsored by Karnataka
Tourism saw a fascinating
duel between youngsters
Udayan
Mane
and
DGC’s Honey Baisoya at
the KGA. Mane snuck in
to claim victory by a single
shot with scores of 69-65-66-68, and zoomed up to No 1 on
the PGTI Order of Merit.
Shamim Khan picked
up his third title of the
season at the Indian
Oil Servo Masters
Golf,
a
tournament
which returned on the
PGTI schedule with an
enhanced prize purse. Shamim who is currently number 2 on
the PGTI Order of Merit, defeated another promising youngster
Veer Ahlawat in a playoff to reduce the gap between himself
and the money leader Udayan Mane.
Continuing his dream run Shubhankar Sharma pipped
Rashid Khan at the post to wrest the McLeod Russel Tour
Championship at the Royal Calcutta Golf Club (RCGC) on
December 25th. Shubhankar, who was lying two shots behind
Rashid on the overnight tally, snatched victory from the jaws
of defeat by when he sank his putt on the 18th hole for a 68,
making it a total of 17-under 271. This makes it his third win
in a phenomenal year

Starting the final round 3 shots behind, Camille Chevalier pulled off an
incredible win, and this too despite being a whopping 5 shots behind on the
7th – a brilliant birdie at 18th hole clinched the title at the Hero Women’s
Indian Open 2017. As the overnight leader Michelle Thomson’s game went
to pieces on the back 9, the French girl became the third successive rookie to
win this LET event. Michelle had established a course record on Day 2, with an
8-under par. The best Indian finish was at T6 - Vani Kapur who had tasted four
wins already on the domestic season - her total of 7-under par was the best
by an Indian for this tournament. It was a good news for the locals as India’s
top woman professional Aditi Ashok, Gaurika Bishnoi (ex-talent member of the
Club) and Amateur Pranavi Urs also made the cut. A matter of trivia - a record
number of 897 birdies were recorded over the three days!
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Justin Rose pulled off an unbelievable victory on October 29th at the WGCHSBC Champions in Shanghai after Dustin Johnson blew a six-shot lead
in the final round. Thought DJ was looking to become the first player to win
three WGC titles in a calendar year, he shot a shocking final-round 77 giving
the Englishman who was eight back to start the day and six strokes behind
Johnson with eight holes to go, to pull off a fantastic win with birdies on holes 11,
13, 14, 16 and 17 to post a 5-under 67.
Rickie Fowler surged to victory at the Hero World Challenge in Albany Bahamas on
December 3rd rallying from a seven-shot deficit by starting his final round with seven straight
birdies. He closed with an 11-under 61 for a four-shot victory over overnight leader Charley
Hoffman, finishing at 14-under 274. In a week that began with so much curiosity over how
Tiger Woods would perform, he had his best result in four years. More than his score, he
looked just as strong as ever playing for the first time in 10 months while recovering from
fusion surgery on his lower back -- his fourth back surgery in three years. Woods tied for
ninth in the 18-man field of the world’s top ranked players who are invited to play the tournament by the host, Tiger himself.
19-year old Aditi Ashok earned her third Ladies European Tour title in 12 months after a tense finish to the Fatima Bint
Mubarak Ladies Open in Abu Dhabi. Though she was leading by only one shot on the 18th tee, she made a perfect
approach shot over the water to close with a winning score of 18-under (67, 66, 68 and 69).
Gaganjit Bhullar clinched a 3-shot victory at the Macau Open to make it a total of 8 wins
on the Asian Tour with scores of 64-65-71-70. His wire-to-wire victory equalled the record
number of wins by an Indian held by Arjun Atwal and Jyoti Randhawa. India’s Ajeetesh
Sandhu came in T2.
Shubhankar Sharma held his nerve to score 3-under 69 to
win his first European Tour title at the weather-delayed Joburg
Open at the Randpark Golf Club on December 11th. Torrential
rain, lightening and hail on Sunday forced the event into a fifth day, with Sharma holding a
four-shot lead with his ball on the eighth green when the hooter sounded. He returned early on
Monday morning to make his par and finished at 23-under, three shots clear of the runner up.
Sharma has five wins on the Professional Golf Tour of India; this title makes him the youngest
Indian at 21-years to win an European Tour event – he has eight top-10s on the Asian Tour. He
was granted playing rights at the Club a few years ago. The victory was even more special for the talented Indian as he won in
the country of his golfing idol Ernie Els, whom he met as an 11-year-old at the DGC in 2007. Shubhankar caught the attention
of Els at a golf clinic and after watching him hit a 7-iron, the ‘Big Easy’ gave him an autographed business card and said: “Well
when you grow up, I’ll be your agent.”
Ajeetesh Sandhu joined a select league of Indian golfers who have won on Asian Tour when
he displayed nerves of steel to clinch his maiden international title on the Asian Tour’s Yeangder
Tournament Players Championship in Taipei on October 9th. His winning total of 12-under
276 (69-69-68-70), also earned him a two-year winner’s exemption on the Asian Tour.
Fresh from claiming his first Asian Tour title in the previous week, Ajeetesh Sandhu
added another feather to his cap, this time by winning on the Japanese Challenge Tour.
He clinched the title at Taiheiyo Club Challenge Tournament in Japan on the first playoff hole after rounds of 65 and
71 in the 36-hole event.
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We are grieved to record the sad demise of the following members:
The Club extends its heartfelt condolences to their families.

Arjan Singh
Marshal of the IAF, DFC
(A-079)

Mrs Prabha Sikri
(S-131)

Mr Dev Khurana
(K-320)

Mr Rajeev Lal
(L-136)

Mr G C Saxena
(S-400)

Mr N Macedo
(M-013)

Mr A Hoon
(H-010)

Mr Maneypanda
Ganapthy Muth
(M-042)

Mr A S Puri
(P-180)

Mr Suraj S J
Bahadur
(B-039)

Mrs Neena Ranjan
(R-196)

Mr Brij Raj Punj
(P-214)

Mr Ranvir Chopra
(C-243)

Mr R C Mahajan
(M-307)

Mr Satya Paul
Bawa
(B-075)

A parting guest
What delightful guests are they
Life and Love!
Lingering I turn away,
This late hour, yet glad enough
They have not witheld from me
Their high hospitality.
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So with face lit with delight
And all gratitude, I stay
Yet to press their hands and say,
“Thanks. So fine a time! Goodnight.
“James Whitcomb Riley, American poet (1849 – 1916)
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